BOOST words parent postcard (P1 - 11)
We read Who
flung dung? this
week and learned
these new words.
culprit

ridiculous

Try and use them
as much as you
can at home.

scoff

trample

You could try…..
♦

making up a story with your child about a ridiculous day, or a ridiculous meal.

♦

talking about the culprit if you see a TV programme or read a book where
someone does something wrong.

♦

having a pretend picnic or tea party with your child, remind them not to scoff
their food.

♦

laying toys on the floor and walking round being careful not to trample on
them.
What do the words mean?

culprit - The culprit is the person or thing that did something wrong.
ridiculous — If something is ridiculous it is very, very silly.
scoff — If you scoff food you eat it quickly and greedily.
trample — If you trample something you stand on it heavily and break it.
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